then (P becomes a metric space, and £ is a lower semi-continuous functional on 0°. By a general theorem of Fréchet, E may be extended to a lower semi-continuous functional A on the completion C = (P' of (P.
For every fEG,
|_ n->» n-*«3 J 6 is the space of continuous functions on I, A(f) is known as the Lebesgue area of/, and if B is any lower semi-continuous extension of E from (P to C, then B(f) ^A(f), for every/GC.
In a previous paper, [l],2 we considered another metric for (P; namely, Kt>, q) -I I ! />(*, y) -q(x, y) | ¿xdy.
t/ o Jo
We showed that E is lower semi-continuous on (P, metrized by 5, so that, by Fréchet's theorem, E may be extended to a lower semicontinuous a on the space of equivalence classes of summable functions. We then showed that for every /GC, A(f)=a(f), so that we have a "legitimate" extension of Lebesgue area to all summable functions.
2. In this note, we are concerned with the possible metrics for (P, and wish to know:
(a) Under what conditions on a metric A is £ lower semi-continuous on (P? Condition (b) contains an implicit demand that the topology given by A be coarser than the topology of uniform convergence. On the other hand, a natural demand of analysis is that the topology given by A be finer than that given by convergence in measure. It is interesting that any metric, delimited in the above way, is adequate for our purpose, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem.
If A is a metric for (P, such that the topology given by A is coarser than the topology of uniform convergence but finer than the topology of convergence in measure, then E is lower semi-continuous on (P, metrized by A. Moreover, if aA it the lower semi-continuous Fréchet extension of E to the completion (PÁ of (P, then «a(/) =A(f) for every continuous f.
3. In this section, we present some classical facts on nonparametric area [2] , in a form adapted to our needs.
Let/ be continuous on /. For every oriented rectangle R=[a, b] 
•s a
where Ri, ■ ■ ■ , R" are pair-wise disjoint oriented rectangles in /. In [2] , H is defined in a slightly different way, but the proof that, for It follows that cia(f) ^A(f). However, since uniform convergence implies convergence in the topology corresponding to the A metric, it is evident that oia(f)^A(f).
This proves the theorem.
